Background: Post-operative rehabilitation of the shoulder following glenohumeral instability consists of a period of passive motion to protect the repair, prevent adhesions, prevent the detrimental effects of immobilization, reduce pain, reduce inflammation and promote healing.

Objective: To provide continuous passive motion treatment guidelines after ligamentous and labrum surgery of the shoulder.

Results: Rehabilitation programs following anterior shoulder instability procedures utilizing passive motion provided by a CPM device, a physical therapist, or patient self-directed exercises can be found in the literature. However, no outcome studies on these rehabilitation protocols have been found. Therefore, in light of no unanimity of opinion, rehabilitation programs need to be based on sound principles involving the healing restraints of the surgical procedure and movements that do not stress the suture line. A CPM device is used as the primary passive motion modality because ROM can be performed with the lowest amount of muscle movement and tension on the repair, in the safest range, and in the patients’ home resulting in the most cost effective approach.

Conclusion: CPM as the primary passive motion option following anterior shoulder instability repair is a reliable, safe, and a cost effective option.
INTRODUCTION

Rehabilitation for the unstable shoulder continues to evolve with improved surgical stabilization procedures. Currently there is controversy regarding the initial post-operative care (6 weeks) following a glenohumeral instability surgical procedure. One group of clinicians advocate immobilization during the first two weeks while a second group advocates restricted passive motion.9, 13,43, 45

The potential harmful effects of the clinical use of immobilization have been demonstrated by many authors. Although joint immobilization may help protect a certain structure either post-operatively or post-traumatically it has deleterious biological effects on uninjured surrounding soft tissue structures. These findings have led to decreased use of immobilization for soft tissue injuries and have encouraged modalities such as continuous passive motion. Ligaments, for example, have shown to respond to immobilization with alterations that include gross atrophy, loss of ultra structural organization, decreased collagen, and decreased ultimate load bearing and energy absorbing capacity.3,15,20,21,31,32,41 Similar alterations have been shown in tendons.15,26,41 It has become evident that when joint immobilization is used in the treatment of athletes after injury or surgery, the surrounding uninjured soft tissues undergo biological remodeling. After immobilization, these structures may not be prepared, on a biochemical, biomechanical, or functional basis, to immediately resume the high mechanical demands of athletics.

Wilk et al45 after reviewing the treatment of 307 patients following glenohumeral instability surgery determined that patients who were immobilized for 2-4 weeks followed by a rapid progression of therapy to restore ROM had a poorer outcome compared to those who underwent a planned but steady ROM program initiated after surgery. Passive range of motion was typically instituted on the first post-operative day in a restricted arc in order to prevent motion loss or neurological complications.

During the initial healing phase (6 weeks) following glenohumeral instability procedure passive motion exercise is performed to protect the repaired site. The patient may be in a sling when passive motion exercises are not being performed. The degree of protection needed is prescribed by the surgeon and is determined by the type of procedure and quality of the tissue. Protecting the repair does not mean avoiding motion. Post-operative passive motion is utilized in these patients to prevent adhesions, reduce pain, reduce edema, reduce inflammation, and to stimulate soft tissue healing and the potential for easier progression through physical therapy.4,13,18,23,28,38,42 The clinical use of complete immobilization post-operatively is avoided to prevent its’ potentially harmful effects. Depriving synovial joints and healing tissue of controlled stress after injury may lead to dysfunctional adhesions, disuse atrophy, disuse osteoporosis and weakening of articular cartilage and ligaments.2,7,40

PASSIVE EXERCISE

The principle restraints to anterior translation with the arm positioned in abduction are the superior and the middle glenohumeral ligaments.5 Arm elevation to 90 degrees in the scapular plane offers minimal capsule stress. However, elevation above 90 degrees and external rotation stresses the glenohumeral complex. Therefore, following a surgical procedure to prevent excessive anterior translation, passive motion in the scapular plane below 90 degrees is done to avoid stress to the suture line. As healing progresses, gradual stress can be applied into external rotation. Passive motion and other exercises should be performed in the scapular plane up to 6 weeks which prevents undue stress on the healing tissues while influencing tissue remodeling.4,42

Neer et al49 developed a general protocol for post-operative care following shoulder surgery that emphasizes early passive motion. The program is divided into three phases depending on the activity of the shoulder musculature: Phase I (passive), Phase II (active), and Phase III (resistive). Prior to the use of CPM, passive motion exercises (Phase I) were typically performed by the patient in their home or in the physical therapy clinic. Patient self-directed exercises consist of wand, over-head pulley or pendulum exercise42 (Figure 1). These exercises
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Patient self-directed exercises are active or active-assistive exercises and are not performed in the “Tension Free Zone”. These exercises are performed in high stress positions outside of the scapular plane which significantly increases tension on the repair.
either utilize the uninvolved extremity to power the involved extremity or the patient attempts to swing the involved extremity in a circular or back and forth motion in a reduced gravity plane. The patient directed exercises were initially developed for rehabilitation following a shoulder joint replacement when precise movement patterns or amount of muscle activity were not critical. However, passive motion exercises following shoulder instability procedures need to be performed in a precise plane of motion with minimal muscle activity or joint strain to protect the suture line.

Traditional phase 1 exercises (pendulum, pulley, and wand) may not be the most appropriate passive motion option following glenohumeral instability surgery. Electromyography (EMG) studies by Dockery et al. and McCann et al. demonstrate that CPM exhibited the least amount of muscle movement when compared to self-administered home exercises or PT assisted exercises. Dockery et al. found in all shoulder tested, the pulley exercise exhibited statistically more activity than CPM exercise (p<.05). Straight-arm wand raises using the uninvolved arm caused the supraspinatus and deltoid muscles to have significantly more activity (p<.05) than CPM. Therapist-assisted elevation in the scapular plane resulted in more deltoid muscle contraction when compared with CPM (p<.05). Specific comparisons of muscle activity in the deltoid muscle by Dockery et al. revealed an average of 25% with the pulley, 11% with the straight-arm wand raises, 8% with therapist assisted elevation and only 2% with CPM; (subjects in this study had healthy shoulder musculature). However, subjects following a surgical procedure would expect to have even higher muscle activity secondary to pain and apprehension. McCann et al. showed more muscle activity with the elbow extended during exercise, such as straight arm rises, versus exercise performed with the elbow in a flexed posture. This may be significant in SLAP (superior labrum, anterior and posterior) repairs when the biceps is involved. Although a direct comparison cannot be made pendulum exercises demonstrated similarly low muscle activity to CPM. However, McCann et al. reported high inter-subject variability when performing pendulum exercises that were significant for deltoid and spinati musculature. Based on these results, CPM and therapist-assisted passive motion exercise potentially increase the safety boundary in the early post-operative shoulder instability patient, thereby reducing the chance of harmful effects.

Figure 2
Muscle contraction in healthy shoulders by exercise type. Post-operative shoulders typically have higher contractions than depicted in the graph secondary to post-operative pain and apprehension with the exception of CPM because pain is diminished.

Modified from Dockery et al. 14

Muscle activity is not the only determinant when deciding on the safest and therefore the most appropriate passive exercise. Perhaps even more importantly, passive exercises need to be performed in the scapular plane starting at a position of 30 degrees in abduction. Exercises performed outside of the scapular plane at 0 degrees of abduction or above 90 degrees of abduction and more than 30 degrees of external rotation may apply undue tension to the surgical repair. This is especially true during the initial three weeks following the surgical procedure. Pendulum exercises, wand exercises and over-head pulley exercises have no prevention mechanism to prevent their performance outside of the scapular plane, below 90 degrees or in sub-maximum external rotation. It is unrealistic to expect that unsupervised patient self-directed exercise can be performed within the targeted parameters at all times. This is evident by McCann’s et al. findings of abnormally high inter-subject variability when performing pendulum exercises even under direct supervision.

In contrast, undue tension on the healing repair can be avoided by utilizing a shoulder CPM following a glenohumeral stabilization procedure. The KS2 Shoulder CPM device (available from Kinex, Waukesha WI) can be set to perform elevation separately in a scapular plane (30-90 degrees) followed by separate external and internal rotation all within a safe and precise ROM arc.
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOTION FOLLOWING LIGAMENTOUS AND LABRAL REPAIR OF THE SHOULDER

Experimental Studies

The clinical use of immobilization may help protect the repaired structure post-operatively but it results in harmful effects on the injured and uninjured surrounding tissue. Soft tissue such as a ligament responds to immobilization with negative alterations including adhesions, gross atrophy, decreased collagen and reduced function. These findings have led to a decreased use of primarily immobilization and increased use of early mobilization exercises including CPM. In his 23 year review of experimental investigations, Salter and others have shown the biological benefits of CPM on soft tissue healing of tendon, ligament, and cartilage:

1. The clearance rate of hemiarthrosis in a joint is twice as fast with the use of CPM compared to immobilization which can result in improved tendon and ligament healing.
2. Significantly thicker tendon callus formation, better alignment of tendon fibers and increased breaking strength in CPM-treated animals following tendon repair.
3. In an experimental model of semitendinosus tenodesis to replace the medial collateral ligament, the CPM-treated animals exhibited significantly stronger healing of the tenodesis. Similar beneficial effects of CPM were seen in an experimental model of medial collateral ligament using carbon fiber.
4. In an investigation of the chondrogenic potential of autogenous osteoperiosteal grafts in a full-thickness defect in a joint surface, it was found that, after 5 weeks, hyaline cartilage was the predominant tissue in only 10% of the immobilized group and the intermittent motion group compared to 70% in the CPM group.
5. Wound healing of parapatellar arthrotomy incisions was significantly enhanced by CPM compared to immobilization.
6. Compared with the results in the rabbit treated by immobilization, CPM significantly reduced muscle atrophy in the gastrocnemius muscle as determined from the dry and wet weights.

Clinical Studies

More recent research on the post-operative use of shoulder CPM supports Salter's clinical findings on the use of CPM which include the following:

A. CPM has excellent patient compliance
B. CPM offers relative freedom from pain
C. CPM helps maintain and increase ROM
D. CPM reduces the length of rehabilitation
E. CPM improves wound healing

Compliance with a home exercise program is a critical concern that should not be overlooked. Milroy in a review on compliance of home rehabilitation exercise programs found one-third of patients can be expected to follow through with their prescribed program, another one-third can be expected to comply in part and the final one-third cannot be expected to comply at all. In contrast, home CPM has demonstrated high compliance when compared to non-CPM home programs. Royer reported a compliance rate as high as 122% for CPM as participants utilized the device for 7 hours on average which was higher than the 6 hour daily requested rate. High home compliance for CPM programs may be explained by the reduction in pain associated with shoulder CPM use. Lastayo et al and Raab et al reported statistically significant reductions in pain when CPM was compared to manual passive motion.
Royer et al\textsuperscript{39}, Lastayo et al\textsuperscript{23}, Gartsmen et al\textsuperscript{50}, and Ide et al\textsuperscript{38} all demonstrated statistically significant functional ROM with the use of shoulder CPM following shoulder repairs. Raab et al\textsuperscript{37} found CPM to be superior to manual passive range of motion for regaining ROM following a shoulder surgical procedure.

Royer et al\textsuperscript{39} found that CPM was equally effective as physical therapy in providing passive motion following a shoulder rotator cuff repair. Because the patient did not have to attend physical therapy as often during the first 6 weeks following the repair a cost savings of $990 dollars per patient was realized. Similar savings can be expected following glenohumeral surgery which follows a similar post-operative rehabilitation program. Schnebal et al\textsuperscript{51} reported that patients "were more comfortable with the use of the machine than without it". The therapists in this study found as a result that the patients who received CPM had much less discomfort during the physical therapy sessions and seemed to progress more rapidly. Frykman et al\textsuperscript{52} also found that the CPM group following hand surgery showed a more rapid return to both active and passive motion, had less pain, and suffered fewer complications. Herbert et al\textsuperscript{17} in a ten year prospective on the use of CPM found that these patients became independent faster and were able to return to work faster than the non-CPM groups.

Adams et al\textsuperscript{1} supports Salter's results concluding that CPM was able to speed wound healing and recovery following hand injuries. In addition Kim\textsuperscript{39}, Kreder\textsuperscript{22} and Moran\textsuperscript{30} have all shown that CPM has reparative effects on inflamed joints. Gassner\textsuperscript{12} reported that the molecular basis for CPMs influence on wound healing may be in part due to the application of cyclic tensile stress on the involved joint for an extended time. This tensile stress reduces the effects of the inflammatory process even better than immobilization. O'Driscoll\textsuperscript{34} theorizes that by speeding the removal of hemiarthrosis from the joint a reduction in adhesions is the result.

**SUMMARY**

Post-operative rehabilitation following a ligamentous and labral surgery consists of primarily immobilization and passive motion in the scapular plane for 6 weeks to protect the repair. For a growing number of surgeons continuous passive motion has become the preferred passive motion home exercise program. CPM has demonstrated enhanced tendon, ligament and soft tissue healing in contrast to patient self-directed exercises or passive motion by a physical therapist.

CPM is a more true passive motion exercise compared to patient self-directed home pulley, wand or pendulum exercises which decreases the chance that early exercise will jeopardize the repair. CPM ensures that passive motion will be performed in the scapular plane and through a safe arc of motion without stressing the repair. CPM compliance has shown to be higher than other home exercise programs which may be do in part to the pain reduction properties associated with CPM.

CPM has shown in peer-reviewed studies following shoulder surgery to improve and maintain ROM with statistical significance. CPM is the more cost effective alternative compared to physical therapy for providing passive motion. Finally, CPM is well accepted by post-surgical patients and may speed a return to work or pre-injury condition.\textsuperscript{17}
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